Open positions for Robot Laboratory, Qingdao University Institute for Future (IFF), China.

Description

THE VACANCY
The Institute for Future (IFF) of Qingdao University is a public research institute founded in 2017. Robot lab of IFF is seeking outstanding scientists for the positions for lab director, professor, associate professor, assistant professor and postdoc in the fields but not limited to: Robot structure design/Robot control/Robot vision/ Soft robotics/Special robot/ Smart materials and structures/Flexible sensing/Smart wearable device

Lab Director (1 position)
Candidate should hold a professor position in world-renowned universities or institutes, with outstanding research capacities as well as strategic vision and leadership capacity to steer the future direction of the related fields listed above. Salary, ¥ 600K-800K/year.

Professor (2 positions)
Candidate should hold a professor or associate professor position, with outstanding research capacities at the related fields listed above. Salary, ¥ 450K-600K/year.

Associate Professor (3-5 positions)
Candidate should hold an associate professor or assistant professor position, with good publication records at the related fields listed above. Salary, ¥ 300K-450K/year.

Assistant Professor (5-10 positions) and Postdoc (>10 positions)
Candidate must have a Ph.D. degree at the related fields listed above. Salary, ¥ 150K-200K/year.

DOCUMENTS FOR APPLICATION
Please submit your application materials including curriculum vitae, brief summary of previous accomplishment and future research plans to Mr. Yinhua Liu, at liuyinhua@qdu.edu.cn, or Mr. Dongjie Zhao, at dongjiezhaon@qdu.edu.cn

This call is valid until the positions are filled.